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Andrew J. Kim, conductor
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Program

Tragic Overture

Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)

Symphony No. 6 in B Minor, op. 74, "Pathétique"

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840-1893)

I. Adagio – Allegro non troppo
Johannes Brahms: Tragic Overture

In summer of 1880, Brahms composed the only two overtures he ever wrote: \textit{Academic Festival Overture} and \textit{Tragic Overture}. He often worked simultaneously on two works of contrasting character, such as his First and Second Symphonies, and these overtures are another example of that process. Unlike \textit{Academic Festival Overture}, which is full of jovial tunes, \textit{Tragic Overture} starts with two thunderous chords followed by a unison and hushed melody in the strings. The calm doesn’t last too long before the storm erupts and the once-quiet theme comes back with much more aggressively.

Brahms was a traditionalist, and in this overture, he conforms to the confines of sonata form. However, he creates such diverse sound colors through masterful orchestration and the way he welds one phrase into the next, seamlessly turning a mysterious standstill moment into a lyrical melody sung by the violins then into energetic declamations by the entire orchestra. To craft a dramatic arc and heighten the tragic mood, he makes one important alteration in the traditional sonata form. In the recapitulation, the tuneful second theme comes back first, reminding the listener of its beauty. But that beauty disappears when the pounding chords from the opening return, and the piece ends with fierce drive to the end.

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 6 in B Minor, "Pathétique"

Completed just nine days before his death in 1893, Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s Sixth Symphony is his last work to be premiered in his lifetime. Though the first performance received only a lukewarm response, the second performance, just 12 days after his death, brought much more emotional depth, and the piece began to be recognized as one of his finest works. He said that he has a clear program in mind for the symphony but chose not to reveal it, only titling the work “A Program Symphony.” Later, he changed his mind to use the
The piece was ultimately published with the French translation *Pathétique*, meaning “moving, in a melancholic way” but the original Russian is more accurately understood as “passionate.”

Though a popular myth suggests that this symphony was a suicide note by Tchaikovsky, that he was condemned to death by a court of honor at the School of Jurisprudence, it is not grounded in any factual evidence; his brother’s account of the death states that Tchaikovsky drank unboiled water, which gave him cholera. Others claim that the symphony is a reflection of the composer’s struggle with depression. Though the exact program of this symphony will remain a mystery as Tchaikovsky wanted, we have learned from his letters that he was in good spirits as he was writing his last symphony, claiming that he has never been so pleased in his life, “in the knowledge that I have written something good.”

Nonetheless, this symphony presents a grim narrative. Unlike his Fourth and Fifth Symphonies that both begin in minor keys but triumph in major keys by the finale, *Pathétique* falls to a heartbreaking abyss in the last movement. Despite this tragic ending, the work contains some of Tchaikovsky’s most lyrical and Romantic moments as well. After the solemn then tempestuous beginning of the first movement, he writes an impassioned melody—*pateticheskaya*—first played softly by the violins before it blooms into full passion. It dies away in the softest dynamic notated in this work, pppppp; though Tchaikovsky wrote these four notes for a bassoon, many choose to perform it with a bass clarinet to achieve the dynamic. An intense middle section follows this tender moment, but once again comes to a close with the return of the second theme.

*Program notes by Andrew J. Kim*
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Upcoming Events

February 17th, 2019 at 4pm - Ithaca College Orchestras in Ford Hall

W. A. Mozart: Sinfonia Concertante for Four Winds and Orchestra in E-flat, K297B

with faculty soloists: Paige Morgan, Michael Galván, Christin Schillinger, Alexander Shuhan

Missy Mazzoli: Sinfonia (for Orbiting Spheres) for Orchestra

Witold Lutosławski: Symphony No. 3

Octavio Más-Arocas, conductor
Andrew J. Kim, conductor

March 7th, 2019 at 8:15pm - Graduate Conducting Recital: Kin Szeto with Ithaca College Orchestras in Ford Hall

D. Shostakovich: Chamber Symphony, op. 110a
(arr. R. Barshai from String Quartet No. 8)

L. v. Beethoven: Piano Concerto No. 5 in E-flat Major, op. 73, "Emperor"

A. Dvorak: Symphony No. 9 in E minor, op. 95, "From the New World"

Octavio Más-Arocas, conductor
Kin Szeto, conductor

April 7th, 2019 at 4:00pm - Concerto Competition Winners' Concert with Ithaca College Orchestras in Ford Hall

Emmanuel Berrido: Danza Ritual

D. Shostakovich: Chamber Symphony Op. 110a
(arr. R. Barshai from String Quartet No. 8)

and Concerto Competition Winners

Octavio Más-Arocas, conductor
Andrew J. Kim, conductor